
TAX TALK - EMPLOYERS 

FS: Who is an employer? 

CEO: An employer is any person (sole trader, business, partnership, company or other 

legal entity that hires an individual person to perform duties for a salary, wage or fee, 

commission or any other income. This applies even if the individual is to be employed on a 

casual or seasonal basis. 

 

FS: Is an employer required to register with the Fiji Revenue and Customs Authority 

(FRCA)? 

CEO: Yes, all employers are required to register with FRCA.  An employer must register 

within 30 days of the commencement of any trade, business, profession or vocation. 

 

FS: What must an employee do when staring employment?  

CEO: An employee must file Employee Tax Code Declaration Form (IRS458) stating the 

name, TIN and the Tax Code that is either primary or secondary employment.  This will 

enable the employer to determine and calculate the correct amount of tax to be deducted 

in each pay period. 

 

FS: How does FRCA collect PAYE? 

CEO: PAYE tax is collected through source deductions from salaries, wages and other 

remuneration receivable from employment.  The tax is calculated on chargeable income. 

Employers are responsible for the deduction and remittance of PAYE tax to the Fiji 

Revenue & Customs Authority on or before the end of the month following the month in 

which the tax was deducted.   

  

FS: Sometimes the overtime payment for an employee whose annual salary is below 

$16,000 is taxed? 

CEO: This happens when the accounts or salary clerk lumps the overtime payments with 

the normal income in the PAYE calculator.  Where an employee whose annual salary plus 

overtime payment is below the $16,000 threshold, filling in the correct fields in the PAYE 

formula will see that no PAYE is deducted.  However, when the overtime plus the annual 

salary exceeds the $16,000 threshold, PAYE will automatically be calculated.   

 

http://www.frca.org.fj/wp-content/uploads/Taxation_Forms/Employer_Forms/PAYE/Pay_As_You_Earn_Employee_Declaration_IRS458.pdf


FS: What happens to those whose PAYE have been deducted on overtime, however, 

their normal annual salary plus overtime is below the $16,000 threshold? 

CEO: FRCA will issue them a refund on any overpaid PAYE and a Notice of Assessment will 

be issued to them stating the refund details. 

  

FS: Do domestic services workers have to pay PAYE? 

CEO: No, any payment made in respect of domestic services performed in or in connection 

with any dwelling-house, apartment or other similar place of residence in which place the 

employer as a general rule sleeps or eats when in Fiji is exempted from PAYE. 

 

FS: What happens when an employer closes down business?  

CEO: Upon cessation of business, the PAYE payment is to be paid within 7 days of the day 

in which business ceased to operate.   

 

FS: What are some issues that you have with employers? 

CEO: A major issue that we find is the filing of the Employer Monthly Summary.  

Employers need to understand the importance of correctly filing the EMS.    

 

FS: Please explain further about the Employer Monthly Summary (EMS) 

CEO: The EMS is an electronic report which is lodged through email by employers to 

FRCA on a monthly basis.  This replaces the annual summary that was previously done be 

employers prior to 2012.  With the new mode of filing, the recompilations are automated 

by our system and error is identified and sent back to employers.  When an EMS report is 

sent via email to FRCA, an acknowledgement letter will be sent via email to the employer 

within 24 hours of receipt of the EMS report.  

 

FS: What happens when there is an error in the EMS? 

CEO: Where the FRCA tax system is unable to process an EMS report due to an error, an 

acknowledgement letter will be automatically generated to advise on the following: 

acknowledgment receipt of the EMS report; identify the specific error(s) which the 

employer needs to rectify; and requesting the employer to resend the amended EMS 

report within 7 working days. 

 

FS: What are the common errors with the EMS? 



CEO: The following are most common errors with respective solutions to assist in filing 

correct EMS. 

 Incorrect TIN’s or no numbers – (00000000) and placing dashes in between tin 

numbers.  An employee need to fill in Tax Code Declaration form to determine 

the correct TIN 

 EMS Files with errors, once amended should have different sequence numbers. 

 EMS Files amended should have different sequence numbers. e.g. (500000001-

099-2015-06-1.txt. The number before txt should not be the same as on the file 

name sent before). In the case where a flat file is re-generated the sequence 

number will automatically change. 

 Employers to use enhanced version of the FRCA Income Matching Flat file 

Generator available on FRCA website. Changes made include change to FNPF 

number from 8 digits to 11 digits and the start and end date of employment. 

 Employers are to check with FRCA for correct branch numbers before sending 

files. This will ensure that the Employer is registered as a PAYE employer. 

 For Employers who are submitting more than one file for the same month due to 

various reasons is to request separate branch numbers before sending the files. 

Example. Employee file done in house and Executive file done externally. In this 

case there is need to have two branch numbers. 

 

FS: Do you have any other advice to employers?  

CEO: I appeal to employers to comply with the law.  For those that require FRCA 

assistance or guidance in completing their EMS, please do let us know. Our advisor 

services are for free and we can visit your business premises at a time convenient to you.  

 


